We prove that ground reducibilic is EXPTIME-complete in the general case. EXPTIME-hardness is proved by encoding the computations of an altemating Turing machine whose space is polynomially bounded. It is more difJicult to show that ground reducibility belongs to DEXPTIME. We associate3rst an automaton with disequality constraints 0 ( 2~l R l~x l l t~~) and 
Introduction
Ground reducibility of a term t w.r.t. a term rewriting system R expresses that all ground instances (instances without variables) of t are reducible by 72. This property is fundamental in automating inductive proofs in equational theories without constructors [IO] . It is also related to sujficient completeness in algebraic specifications (see e.g. [ 121) . Roughly, it expresses that all cases have been covered by 'R and that t will be reducible for any inputs. The algorithm is however quite complex: a tower of 9 exponentials though there is no explicit complexity analysis in the paper. D. Kapur proposed by E. Kounalis in [ 131. The result is generalized to co-ground reducibility and the expected complexity is 5 exponentials, though there is no explicit complexity analysis in the paper. These three algorithms use combinatorial arguments and some "pumping property": if there is a deep enough irreducible instance o f t , then there is also a smaller instance which is also irreducible. This yielded the idea of making explicit the pumping argument as a pumping lemma in some tree language. In support of this idea, when both t and the left members of R are linear, i.e. each variable appears only once, then the set of reducible instances of t is accepted by a finite tree automaton [8] . Hence the set of irreducible ground instances is also accepted by a tree automaton, by complement. This easily gives a simply exponential algorithm in the linear case. (As we will see this algorithm is optimal).
H. Comon expressed first the problem of ground reducibility as a n emptiness problem for some tree language [3] . He also gave a decision proof whose complexity is even worse than the former ones. A.-C Caron, J.-L. Coquidi and M. Dauchet proved a very beautiful result in 1993 [ 2 , 51, enlighting the pumping properties and their difficulty. They actually show a more general result: the first-order theory of unary encompassment predicates is decidable. And it turns out that ground reducibility can be expressed as a simple formula in this logic. Their technique consists in associating an automaton with each formula. in the spirit of Buchi's and Rabin's method. The kind of automata which is appropriate here is what they call reduction automata, a particular case of automata with constraints introduced by M. Dauchet in 1981. Such tree automata have the ability to check for equality or disequality of some subtrees before applying a transition rule. In general, emptiness of languages recognized by such automata is undecidable. However, when we only allow a fixed number of equality tests on each computation branch, then emptiness becomes decidable. Unfortunately, their result does not give any information about possible efficient algorithms. The complexity which results from their proof is not better than Plaisted's bound. We tried to specialize the tree automata technique for ground reducibility and we got in this way a triple exponential bound [4] . This is better than previous methods, but still far from the lower bound.
The problem in all works about ground reducibility is that they give a bound on the depth of a minimal irreducible instance o f t (or a minimal term accepted by the automaton). However, after establishing carefully such an upper bound, they use a brute-force algorithm, checking the reducibility of all terms of depth smaller than the bound, which increases the complexity by a double exponential.
We use here a different approach. We still rely on automata with disequality constraints. However, we do not try to give a bound on the depth of an accepted term. Rather, we show a stronger result: with an appropriate notion of minimality, a minimal term accepted by the automaton contains at most an exponential number of distinct subterms. To prove this, we use a generalization of pumping to arbitrary replacements for which the term is decreasing according to some well chosen well founded ordering. With a few more ingredients, this yields an algorithm for deciding the emptiness of an automaton with disequality constraints which runs in polynomial time w.r.t. the number of states and in exponential time w.r.t. the size of the constraints.
On the other hand. we show that ground reducibility of t w.r.t. 72 can be reduced to the emptiness problem for an automaton A with disequality constraints whose number of states is an exponential in the size of R and t and whose constraints are polynomial in size. Altogether, we have a simply exponential algorithm for ground reducibility.
This result is optimal since ground reducibility is EXPTIME-hard, already for linear rewrite systems and linear t. A 0(2*) lower bound was proved by Kapur et ai [ 1 I] . We give here a simple proof of EXPTIME-hardness: the computations of alternating Turing machines with polynomially bounded space can be encoded (in polynomial time) into ?round reducibility. Hence, quite surprisingly, ground reducibility is not (at least in theory) harder in the general case than in the linear case.
In section 2 we recall the definition of automata with disequality constraints. In section 3, WG show how to construct an automaton with disequality constraints whose emptiness is equivalent to the ground reducibility o f t w.r.t. R and we analyse carefuly the complexity of such a construction. Section 4 is devoted to pumpings lemmas for automata with disequality constraints. These lemmas are applied in section 5 to derive an optimal algorithm which checks the emptiness of (the language recognized by) an automaton with disequality constraints. Finally, we study the lower bound of ground reducibility in section 6.
Some proofs are long and technical, hence not included in the present abstract. Except for a small combinatorial argument due to B. Reed, the complete proofs can be found in E Jacquemard's thesis [9] (in French). A complete version of the paper is also available on the Web (http://www.mpi-sb.de/-florent/art/).
Automata with disequality constraints
.F will always be a fixed finite set of function symbols (together with their arity). The set of (ground) terms built on 3 is written 7 (or T ( 3 ) Runs of A can also be seen as terms over the alphabet A.
Example 4 Let 7 = {f, a, b} and Q = { q } = Qr.
This defines an automaton (which accepts the terms irreducible by the rule f ( z , z) + 0).
there is a weak run r 3 ( r 1 ,
Note that in general ADC can be non-deterministic (more than one run on a term) or not completely specified (no run on some term). However, given a run p, there is a unique term [p] associated to p. 
Definition 5 Let
In particular, a weak run without any equality is a run. The equalities in a run are also classified according to a particular position po of t:
These two possible situations are depicted on figures l and 2.
3 Reducing Ground reducibility to an emptiness problem for ADC In this section, we show how to construct an ADC whose emptiness is equivalent to the ground reducibility problem and we show precisely the size of such an automaton. We start with an ADC accepting the set of irreducible ground terms.
We assume the reader familiar with term rewriting systems (see [6] for a survey). We use the subsumption quasiordering on terms : s 5 t if there is a substitution U such that so = t. Two terms s, t are similar i f s 5 t and t s.
The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted Var(t). Finally, the size of a term t, which is denoted litll, is the cardinal of its positions and the size of a rewrite system R, which is denoted llRll, is the sum o f the sizes of its left members.
Normal forms ADC
Let C be the set of left hand sides of a rewrite system R. First 
When qt # qr, the constraint c is defined by
The final states are all states, except qr.
Let A x p (~) be the automaton constructed in this way. ANF(R) is not necessary complete (the automaton may have no run on terms that are reducible by a non-left linear rule). It is however deterministic. 
Ground reducibility and ADC
If t is a linear term, then its ground reducibility is equivalent to the emptiness of the intersection of L(dNF(R)) with the set of instances o f t . Since the class ADC is closed by intersection with a regular language (it can be computed in time the product of the sizes of both automata), deciding ground reducibility amounts to decide emptiness of an ADC whose number of states is 0 ( 2 1 1 n l l x Iltll) and constraints have a size O(llRll). It is a bit more difficult when t is not linear since, in such a situation, the set of irreducible instances of t is not necessarily recog- all positions p l , p~ such that tl,, = tl,, is a variable. Now. c' is the set of disequalities 7r # n' which are not in 2) and that can be inferred from ' D, E using the rules PPl # P2, P = P' t-P'Pl # P2 P # P'l PPl = P2 t-PIP1 # Pa will contain the rule f ( [: 41, [ 4 / ( q , q ) , 41) 
4.
The final states are [qU, q j ] where q f E QiF and U is an instance o f t .
Proposition 7 t is ground reducible by R iff the language accepted by d N F , t is empty. The number of states of this automaton is 0 ( 2 C X l~t l l x l l R~~) where c is a constant. The size ofthe constraints ofeach rule is O(llt114 x llR112).
Moreover, the number of rules of the automaton is 0 (2CXlltllXIIRIIXa x 11F11) This definition generalizes the usual pumping definition: a usual pumping is also a pumping according to the above definition. as soon as >> contains the >> the embedding ordering.
Generalized pumping lemmas

Lemma 9 E v e n pumping p[p'Ip is a weak run and e v e n equalit?, of it is either far from p or close to p .
Hence. given a large enough run p. we will successively show how to construct a weak run by pumping which does not contain any close equality (this uses combinatorial arguments only) then we show how to remove far equalities by further successive pumpings. which is also depicted on figure 3 . We are going to show that p is large enough so as to be able to find a pumping which does not create any close equality. Assume first that replacing each subtree rooted Assume we are in the first case of the alternative and that, for instance uo = 712 = 214 = ug. Now we replace the subterm ~ ( 2 1 2 , 2 1 2 , . . .) with r(u4,v4,. . .) and T ( u 6 , 1 / 6 , U ) respectively. Since u2 = u4 = 216 # u1, if each of these replacements creates a close equality, we must have 111 = v4 = 216. Finally, replacing ~(~4 , 2 1 4 , . . .) with T(2167216, v), we cannot create a close equality since u4 = U6 # u3 and 214 = v6 # 213.
Pumping without creating close equalities
/\\
In this example, the ordering >i was any simplification ordering on runs. A similar example could be built where the positions pi are incomparable w.r.t. the prefix ordering.
Note that we did not use yet its totality.
Pumping without creating equalities
In the following definition, JM is supposed to express some "non minimality" of the run: if M holds true, then there are many possible replacements which yield smaller weak runs without creating any close equality. The goal is to show that, for large enough runs, it is possible to construct a run which is smaller w.r.t. >. 
The following propagation lemma is the crux part of our proof. (It is also very technical to prove). It explains how to get rid of remote equalities, if we have enough pumpings which do not create close equalities. , h ( d , I C ) Combining each pumping with each replacement, we get ,M(p,p', k 2 ) which yields the lemma according to the assumption on k . 0 h ( A , k ) -k -c ( d ) 
Lemma 13 (Propagation lemma) Let p be a run of A, p E
P o s ( p ) and k be un integer such that k 2 2 h(A, k ) . Then, i f M ( p , p
4.4)
Let ICl = Note that we used some other properties of >> in this proof, for instance its monotonicity. We also used its totality, in order to be able to apply lemma IO.
Then, we initiate the process with lemma 10 and use the propagation lemma to push the position under which no equality is created, up to the root of the tree. The lemma states that, if a run is large enough, so as to accommodate b(A) pumpings which do not create close equalities, then there is a strictly smaller run. Now, an ADC accepts at least a tree iff it accepts a tree with a minimal run (w.r.t. >>). Lemma 14 states that such a minimal run has to contradict the predicate ,U, hence to be small enough. The algorithm of the next section exploits this property, searching a minimal run within a given amount of space.
Emptiness decision for ADC
In this section we present the following result: We use a marking algorithm in which each state is marked with some successful runs yielding this state. This generalizes the usual marking algorithm for finite bottomup tree automata: we do not keep only the information that a state is inhabited, but also keep witnesses of this fact.
The witnesse are used to check the disequality constraints higher up in t ! l e run.
It We have to prove on one hand that the saturated set contains an accepting run iff A accepts at least one tree (completeness) and on the other hand that E* can be computed with the expected complexity (termination). IC -c ( A ) ) is true.
Lemma 16 If E" does not contain any accepting run then
The proof of this lemma is quite simple: since the runs are independent, we can replace some run with another, without creating equalities. Now, we have the extension of Konig's theorem from bipartite graphs to hypergraphs: As a consequence of theorem 15 and proposition 7, we get:
Theorem21 Ground reducibility of a term t w.ct a rewrite system R can be decided in deterministic time 0(2P(lltl1911nll)) where P is a polynomial.
The coefficients of P may depend linearly from a (the maximal arity of a function symbol) and 1 1 . F 1 1 . Let us emphasize that using an ordering which has the properties of lemma 20 instead of the usual pumping ordering was crucial in the proof; for instance the totality of the ordering allows much more pumpings that usually. Hence looking for minimal runs restricts the search space in a dramatic way. The construction of the propagation lemma relies on these properties.
Lowerbound
Theorem 22 Gmund reducibility is EXPTIME-hard, for linear rewrite systems R and linear terms t.
The proof is very much similar to H. Seidl's proof [ 151 that inclusion of tree languages is EXPTIME-hard. We encode computation trees of an alternating Turing machine M which works on a polynomially bounded space as a term in
7(F).
(This encoding is polynomial). Then, from an input w of the Turing machine, we build a term t and a rewrite system R such that there is a ground instance in T ( 3 ) o f t which is irreducible iff A4 accepts w. R and t are built in polynomial time w.r.t. w and /,MI. The irreducible ground instances o f t simply describes the accepting configurations: t = T(z). The rules in R essentially check that the initial configuration is w and discards trees which are not computation trees: this can be verified locally with a polynomial number of rules.
It is also possible to prove EXPTIME-hardness by reducing the emptiness problem for the intersection of n tree automata. The latter is EXPTIME-complete ([ 16, 71).
Conclusion
We proved that ground reducibility is EXPTIMEcomplete for both the linear and the non-linear case. This closes a pending question. However, we do not claim that this result in itself gives any hint on how to implement a ground reducibility test. As we have seen, it is not tractable in general. A possible way to implement these techniques as efficiently as possible was suggested in [ 11. On the average, some algorithms may behave well. In any case, we claim that tree automata help both in theory and in practice.
